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This course was designed to prepare
students for advanced knowledge and
application of skills in manipulation of
sound in a recording studio environment. It
follows and expands on concepts introduced
in basic Audio Production (BCST 120),
Digital Audio Production (BCST 124), and
Sound Recording Studio (BCST 125).
Yes
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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Theory and project-intensive course examining and using skills required for mixing and
mastering audio. Students produce complex music production and sound-for-visual
media projects and examine digital and analog mixing techniques for various current and
emerging media.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Describe and analyze correct microphone selection and placement techniques
appropriate for multi-track presentations.

B. Identify and execute various production styles and techniques with respect to
vocal and instrumental blends.

C. Describe and analyze analog and digital music and sound recording processes.
D. Configure and operate a large-format mixing console, patch bay, and outboard

equipment as well as Pro Tools HD system with C24 digital control surface.
E. Describe, analyze, and employ compressors, limiters, equalizers and gates in both

hardware and software plug-in format.
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F. Create edits and final mixes using the large-format console and Pro Tools HD and
C24 control surface.

G. Describe, analyze, and manipulate time shifting devices such as reverb, echo,
delay, harmonizers and other processors in both hardware and plug-in format.

H. Describe and analyze languages and compression schemes specific to digital
sound recording such as AIFF, WAV, OMFI, FLAC, MPEG1 through 4.

I. Make decisions regarding creative content with respect to technical limitations.
J. Describe, analyze, and apply tracking considerations such as sweetening,

layering, bouncing, and blending for a final stereo and surround sound mix.
K. Plan and execute the required skills of a producer/manager within the studio.
L. Critically evaluate production and recording projects and determine courses of

action.

V. CONTENT
A. Introduction

1. Review of analog and digital audio and study of electromagnetic theory
2. Lab procedures and equipment

B. The sound creation process
1. Tracking basics and overdubs

a. Microphone selection criteria
b. Proper microphone placement for various instruments and voices
c. Using the large-format console including bussing and routing

2. Post-production editing and mixing
a. Understanding the digital chain and storage media
b. Compression standards and protocols
c. Aesthetics and considerations of non-destructive editing
d. Capabilities and limitations of Pro Tools HD

C. Understanding dynamics processors
1. Compressors/limiters both hardware and software plug-ins
2. Gates and duckers

D. Understanding appropriate application of equalization
1. Plug-ins
2. Outboard hardware
3. Console channel strip EQ

E. Time-Shifting devices
1. Reverberation (hardware and software plug-ins)
2. Echo, delay (hardware and software plug-ins)
3. Harmonizers and pitch shifters

F. Producing submixes and blends for a final mix
1. Vocal
2. Instrumental

a. Rhythm
b. String
c. Brass
d. Wind

G. Mastering and sequencing requirements and techniques
1. Technical
2. Aesthetic
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H. Understanding other languages and compression schemes
1. MIDI
2.0MFI
3. AIFF and WAY
4. FLAC
5. MPEG 1 through 4

I. Tracking considerations
1. Sweetening
2. Layering
3. Bouncing
4. Blending

J. Mastering a compact disk
K. The role of the producer/manager within the studio

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class Assignments
a. Discussion based upon lecture and assigned reading
b. Demonstrations of mixing and mastering process using a large-format
analog console, patchbay, and hardware processors as well as Pro Tools HD
workstation and C24 control surface
c. In class written and oral analyses of various music projects and productions
d. Hands-on lab projects honing the skills in usage and manipulation of both

hardware and software plug-in signal processors
2. Out-of-class Assignments

a. Readings from assigned text and suggested online material
b. Completion of assigned lab projects refining use and manipulation of

hardware and software plug-in signal processors
B. Evaluation

1. Periodic quizzes to measure student understanding of lectures and assigned
reading

2. Completion of four production projects and mixes
3. A midterm and a final exam to measure mastery of the studio recording

process, digital recording process and theory, microphone selection and
placement, and post-production editing theory

4. Hands-on lab assignments and tutorials to demonstrate competency of the
digital audio workstation and workflow

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. Required reading in texts such as Mastering Audio - The Art And The Science,

2nd Edition, Bob Katz, Focal Press, 2008 and Mixing Audio: Concepts,
Practices, and Tools, Roey Izhaki, Focal Press, 2008

2. Directed readings from trade magazines and online sources
3. Computer lab with digital audio workstation and C24 control surface

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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